
Thanks for the improvements of your paper. It gave us the opportunity to go further in its review. 

Please, read carrefully the remarks/proposals given hereunder and additionnally inside your text.

- The title of your paper suggest a putative relationship between the kind of organics added 

(and/or specific concentrations effects) to the proliferation medium and the composition of 

the biomass ?  However, the culture origin of the biomass used (for chemical analysis and the 

determination of the biological performances) is lacking in your « Material and method ». In 

fact, the real topic of your experimentation is the establishment of a new biological process 

or a quantitative improvement of the bioactive chemicals through increasing the production 

of biomass.  If it is so, it is required that you adapt your title in this way, give precisions about 

the real topic as mention the origin of the biomass ( or give the differences existing between 

extracts from the « banana !!» and « coconut !!»)

Proposal according to the comments : “Optimised biochemicals production from DO with organic

nutrients added to the PLBs in vitro proliferation”.

- Plant material

Seeds ? Method of desinfection? Conditions of in vitro establishment : culture conditions, 

medium, number of subcultures before starting the experiment.

- Culture medium 

Origin of the coconut water. Method of adding the organic nutrients to culture medium 

(before/after autoclacing ?, filter sterilisation ?,…)

Define clearly the quantity of banana tissue and if (and how) your extract is filtered before its 

addition to the culture medium. Justify the ratio 4 :1. Did you test different maturation stages

of the bananas and which one did you decide to use.

- Experimental design

Number of repetitions ?, subcultures ?, number of initial explants ? PLBs clusters ?

L104-105 : something is lacking in this sentence ???

L108 : number and weigth/flask =culture container?? /cluster ??/isolated PLB (in that case : 

how many Initial PLB /flask)  

L 110 : this material…for subsequent experiments= unclear. What the meaning ? Number of 

experiments= subcultures ??

- Plant extract

L113 : Origin of the fresh PLBs ? Average size of the blended material/powder particles

L115 : conditions of the maceration  when into methanol?

L115 and 124. Why the methods of the methanol extractions from PLBs powder are 

different ? Are they based on prvious work ? Please, refer to them.   

L123-127 : You have to prove that your preparation method is repetable ?

- Table 1 

PLBs proliferation is characterized by changes in their fresh weight as PLBs numbers are 

expected due to the word « proliferation »



Shoot regeneration is characterized by a number of shoots as it is not a real « regeneration » 

but a shoot « growth or/and developement ».  

Both parameters refer to the production of plant biomass that is the prupose of your 

experiments ; 

Be clear in your vocabulary. 

Remove the initial explant weight from the table to Material and methods and mention it 

under your table.

- 3.2 Quantitative chemical constituants

Table 2 give only a qualitative evaluation !!! where are the data refering to the quantitative 

parameter. 
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-


